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Summary 

The question of quality of legislation in Modern Age is omnipresent in political, philosophical and 

in legal discourse. Especially in connection with structures which are different from classical national 

state concepts such as the European Union, it is very hard to set up conditions of good legislation. 

The main aim of this Thesis is analysis of today’s state of affairs and to create a comprehensive structure 

of good legislation principles applied in the EU. The author is dealing with the fact that classical legal 

theory is usually applied on EU situation terms in their classical – Westphalian state – meanings. The 

purpose of this work is, therefore, to adapt these classical terms to a situation of EU and CJEU case law. 

For that reason, the author is critically assessing classical legal theorist’s principle models as well 

as models created by experts in the field of legislation or European Union law. The outcome is supposed 

to be a merge between these models, which can provide the reader with deeper understanding 

of normative model of Union legislation. EU legislative style is a merge of the majority of legislative 

traditions of Member States, therefore, in certain circumstances it is hardly understandable 

for everybody. The main presumption here is MacCormmick’s theory of interdependence of national 

legal systems with the EU legal system and the concept of shared constitutionalism. Similarly, the author 

is presuming that we can witness the emergence of shared European legislative tradition. Thus, we 

should apply higher standard on legislative quality to EU then is droit diplomatique. The work is divided 

into seven chapters included historical review of legislative quality improvements on Union level.  

The main part of the work lays in three chapters regarding regulatory, legist and procedural principles 

of good legislation. Real implementation of analysed principles should lead to truly better quality of EU 

legislation which will cause lower implementation costs, higher public trust in European projects and 

more effective solutions for European problems. 
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